
INTRA COMPANY TRANSFER PERMIT (EU DIRECTIVE) PROCESS MAP  

STEP 1: INITIATION
Client initiates the case with FGI and submits personal
and corporate documents. FGI reviews and reverts back
with missing information, corrections, etc.

FGI submits an application for an entry residence
permit (TEV), which is a combined entry visa (MVV)
and residence permit application, to the
Immigration and Naturalisation Service (IND) in the
Netherlands. If the Dutch company is registered as
a "Recognised Sponsor" the processing time for
individual applications is three to four weeks (as
opposed to three months for companies that are
not registered).
Processing time: 3 – 12 weeks

STEP 2: EU ICT & MVV APPLICATION

When the TEV application has been approved, the
relevant diplomatic post will be notified and the
applicant and any accompanying dependents
must collect the MVV entry visa sticker at the Dutch
diplomatic post in the home country or country of
residence.
Processing time: 1-4 weeks

STEP 3: MVV ENTRY VISA COLLECTION

STEP 5: IND REGISTRATION
If ready, the residence card can be collected during this
appointment. If not, such appointment can be used to
collect an IND sticker in the applicant's passport in case
the MVV visa sticker does not contain confirmation that
work is allowed and the applicant needs to start working
before the card can be collected.

The applicant (and family) must register with the
city hall in the municipality of the residence. A
sticker will be placed in the applicant's passport to
show that he/she legally resides in the municipality.

STEP 6: ADDRESS REGISTRATION

STEP 4: ENTRY TO THE NETHERLANDS 
Once the entry visa sticker(s) has/have been
endorsed into the passport(s), the applicant
and any accompanying dependent family
members may enter the Netherlands.

STEP 7: DELIVERY OF BSN NUMBER
Once registered at the municipality, the BSN
Number (social fiscal number) will be sent to
the applicant(s).
Processing time: 1-7 days

STEP 8: RESIDENCE CARD COLLECTION
Once the residence card has been issued, and
provided this was not given out at the IND
Registration appointment, the applicant (and
family) will receive a detailed invitation letter to
go and collect it from the IND.
Processing time: 1-7 days
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